Bestseller Cardboard Cryogenic Boxes
Maxxline’s innovative Cardboard Cryogenic Boxes are designed to
offer a best-in-class cryopreservation experience for your precious
life science samples. The construction of this bestseller product range
offers unparalleled ultra-low temperature storage of those samples.
Waterproof Boxes
In order to retain form and optimal functionality, Maxxline’s bestselling
boxes are coated with a water repellent layer. As a result, they resist
moisture damage longer than the average cardboard boxes on the
market.
Colourful Box Design
The vibrant box range from Maxxline adds a touch of colour to laboratory
freezers. Available in a variety of hues including red, yellow, green,
blue and white, Maxxline boxes enable quick sample sorting, allowing
scientists more time to focus on the critical processes.
Optional Cryogenic Box Cardboard Dividers
Maxxline cryopreservation boxes are available in two sizes (133x133mm
or 136x136mm), with or without dividers. Although flexible, sometimes
boxes without dividers is not ideal, and so optional dividers can be fitted
to provide a sturdy, clearly defined storage grid.
Environmentally Friendly Cryopreservation
Due to their recyclability, Maxxline’s eco-friendly bestseller Cardboard
Cryogenic Boxes have minimal impact on the environment.
We firmly believe that life sciences must lead the effort to curb
ecological imbalances, and this has led us to innovative products in
cryopreservation. With the bestseller solutions from the Maxxline brand,
you too can do your part to save the planet.

Ordering Information
Cat. No.

Description

Dimensions

Colour

Packaging

ML22005

Cardboard box, 50mm

133x133x50mm

White

36 pcs.

ML22110

Dividers for 50mm boxes, grid 9x9

133x133x30mm

White

36 pcs.

ML22120

Dividers for 50mm boxes, grid 10x10

133x133x30mm

White

36 pcs.

ML22230

Cardboard box B9 incl. 9x9 cells

133x133x50mm

White

36 pcs.

ML22231

Cardboard box B9 incl. 9x9 cells

136x136x50mm

White

36 pcs.

ML22232

Cardboard box B10 incl. 10x10 cells

133x133x50mm

White

36 pcs.

ML22233

Cardboard box B10 incl. 10x10 cells

136x136x50mm

White

36 pcs.

ML22500

Cardboard box, 50mm

136x136x50mm

White

36 pcs.

ML22684

Dividers for 50mm boxes, grid 9x9

136x136x30mm

White

36 pcs.

ML22683

Dividers for 50mm boxes, grid 10x10

136x136x30mm

White

36 pcs.
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